Have a cool yule with Vocal Spectrum

Gather the family around the tiny phone screen and teach them this simple little tag for Christmas Eve. Or, crank it hard on the big screen. Either way, the 2006 champs/Hall of Famers will give you a chill. (Warning: not simple. Not little. Definitely chill.)

Look who's coming to Midwinter!

On the fence, trying to decide? Take a look at the awesome lineup of performers—and this Thursday night MAD Showcase is only the beginning! See all the performers, and book that trip pronto!

REGISTER NOW!

(I Love You)

For Sentimental Reasons
arr. Adam Scott

Croon a fresh tune for Singing Valentines this year! The mellow, unforced voices of singers like Nat King Cole, Dinah Shore, and Ella Fitzgerald and others made this a hit many times over—and perfect for barbershop! Adam Scott's arrangement suggests a laid-back approach to allow the rhythmic devices to unfold. Available in all voicings, with learning tracks produced by Kohl Kitzmiller!
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Preview the tracks on SoundCloud